Prompt:
Analyze one theme, symbol, or motif in the novel, AND defend why it supports a particular allegorical view of the novel.

Directions:
To answer the prompt, create a visual display like a poster, brochure, PowerPoint, or book jacket. Summarize the story. Then explain your theme, symbol, or motif and how it fits into one of the allegorical interpretations we have discussed. Remember, your focus point can be a character. How does it interact with other elements of the story? What is its role in the plot, and what is its role in the allegory?

What makes a good visual display?

_____ clear organization
_____ creative presentation style
_____ concise wording
_____ carefully chosen pictures
_____ appropriate amount of material (equal ratio between pictures and words)

Poster = about 18” x 24”  Brochure = 3-6 columns  PowerPoint = 6-8 slides
Book Jacket = two front/back sides and two half inside panels
Grading Checklist:

Your display must include…

_____ a summary of the story                _____/20 points

_____ at least 3 direct quotes

_____ a brief description of the characters and plot

_____ an analysis of your theme, symbol, or motif                _____/25 points

_____ an explanation of its role in the plot

_____ an evaluation of its role in the allegory

_____ evidence to support your analysis                _____/25 points

_____ at least 1 outside source

_____ an explanation of why your source supports your analysis

_____ visual aids (at least 3 of the following possibilities)                _____/20 points

_____ pictures (characters, maps, graphs, etc.)

_____ decorations (poster/brochure/book jacket) or transitions (PowerPoint)

_____ presentability                _____/10 points

_____ correctness spelling, grammar, and punctuation

_____ correct citation of sources (MLA format)

_____ neatness and creativity of words and visuals

Total _____/100 points